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WORKSHOP: TRADITIONAL GAMES 

 

 

LEARNING SCENARIO 

School: CEIP GLORIA FUERTES SAN MIGUEL DE SALINAS 
 

Duration 
(minutes): 

30 

Teacher: ASUNCIÓN 
GÓMEZ GARCÍA 

 
Students 
age: 

11-15 

 

Essential Question:  

 

Topics: 

Training via sports activities. Traditional games. 

Aims: 

• Be able to relate and socialize with class mates through sports. 

• Be able to understand the importance of sportsmanship and patience through sport 

 Be able to acquire own strategies in front of different types of sports activities or games 

Outcomes: 

 Must be able to integrate and socialize with class mates through traditional games. They must be able 

to invent their own game strategies. They should be able to understand that sportsmanship is very 

important when it comes to relating through sports or games. 

Workforms: 
 

 team work 

 
Methods: 

 presentation 

 demonstration                                            

 interactive exercise 

 

 

 

 

ARTICULATION 

Course of action (duration, minutes) 

INTRODUCTION 

Presenting Colpbol  
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MAIN PART 

Definition 

 

The Colpbol is a sport played by two mixed teams formed by 7 players.  Based on hitting the ball with your 

hands, the purpose of this sport is to introduce a ball with your hands in the opposite goal. 

 

 

Main rules 

 

The basic skill of the Colpbol is hitting. It is the base of the game. The ball can only be played by hitting with 

the hands, arms or upper body. In addition (fundamental rule of the game) never, no player can hit the ball 

twice consecutively (double). 

 

Prohibited: 

 

• Double-tap 

• Intentional touching with legs or feet 

• Striking the ball with a closed fist 

• Holding  or throwing the ball with one or both hands 

• Pushing or take from  the opposition 

• Not respecting distances in serves 

 

All these infractions are resolved with a foul: All fouls are executed with a strike taken by the team that has 

received it from the sideline, from the nearest place where the infraction occurred. 

No player can hit the ball with his foot, except, exclusively, the goalkeeper, within his goal area (defined by 

regulation as a 9-meter area) and only in a defensive situation (when the ball is ultimately stroke by an 

opposing player). 

 

On the intentionality of the double touch or touch with the feet there is a specific rule: 

 

"7: 2. The referee will be in charge of deciding  if accidental or intentional or not of touches with the legs and 

feet. If it is an intentional touch it will be resolved with a free strike at the side line; if it is not, the referee will 

shout the word "bounce, continue" and make a gesture with his hands indicating that the game continues" 

 

 Serves: 

 

•  Always done from the side line 

• Outside  the sideline: throw-in 

• Outside  the baseline: corner, or strike-off from inside the "gol area" line (only the goalkeeper and 

the pitcher can be inside) 

• Strike off center: after a goal. 

• Strike off from the referee: at the start of the game and after the game is stopped. 

 

All serves are made with a strike of the ball and other players, necessarily 3 meters away. 

 

There are no penalties. It is executed just like any other serve. 

 

Playing field: 20mx40m sports court. with goals of 2 meters high and 3 meters wide. Lines: side lines, bottom 

lines and line of the 9-meter area, bounded by a dashed line. 

 

Ball: The ball is of spherical shape made of plastic, rubber or synthetic material and dynamic boat. The used 

ball will have circumference of 65 to 72 cm. 

 

Number of players: 7 players (6 and the goalkeeper) in the field. A team consists of 12 maximum. Mandatory 

mixed teams. 
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Duration of the match: For teams of more than 18 years, the duration of the match is two times of 25 

minutes with 10 minutes of rest. The duration of the match for teams under 18 years is 2x20 minutes if they 

are 18 to 13 years and 2x12 minutes from 8 to 12 years, in these two cases with a break of 5 minutes. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

Students present their works, discuss, propose new tasks. 

Peer evaluation. 

 

 

 

Methods Work forms 

presentation                                            interview 

talk                                                          demonstration 

work on the text                                      role playing 

graphic work 

interactive exercise /simulation on the computer 

individual work 

workinpairs 

groupwork 

frontalwork 

 

 

Material/means: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqYti78riU8 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WL-WbHwsbs8 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lokz7kn5LJQ 

 

 

Literature 
 

 https://www.canva.com 

 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS AND NOTES 
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